Highlights from this Meeting:

- Presentation Carol Woody (US CERT), “DevSecOps Pipeline SwA Analysis”
- SACM 2.2 RTF Report Bob Martin (MITRE)
- Presentation Dr. Ben Calloni (BACCII++ Cybersecurity, LLC), “Iconic Programming Systems and Grammars”
- Presentation Dr. Ben Calloni (KDM Analytics), “OMG System Assurance Ecosystem and DEVSECOOPS”
- SFPM FTF charter to be extended at the Plenary meeting
- Discussion: Way ahead to standardize DEVSECOOPS tool chains across OMG existing specifications
Published Documents for this Meeting

– sysa/2021-03-01 “DevSecOps Pipeline SwA Analysis”
– sysa/2021-03-02 “SACM 2.2 RTF Report”
– sysa/2021-03-03 “Iconic Programming Systems and Grammars”
– sysa/2021-03-04 “OMG System Assurance Ecosystem and DEVSECOPS”
– sysa/2021-03-05 “SysA TF Plenary Report”

Next meeting:

– System Assurance Task Force will meet on Wednesday (June 16th, 2021)
– Coordinate with various PTC and DTC TF’s / SIGS to establish roadmap(s) for DEVSECOPS
– SysA looking for a Vice-Chair (contact ben@kdmanalytics.com)